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FILMSTOFFE

Simsalagenie
(Series)
SIMSALADSCHINN (REIHE)
Corinna Wieja

TARGET AUDIENCE
Family Entertainment, 9-12 years
GENRE
Fantasy, Comedy
FORMAT
Feature film or Series

Be careful what you wish for...

This is so not how genie in a bottle princess Diamandarazade, Amanda for short, has imagined the 77 weeks
of her human service training! Instead of biding her time comfortably and unnoticed in an ugly old yellow
handbag, she ends up in service to total bore Jonas. To save her kidnapped teacher Muffid, Amanda suggests
a deal to Jonas: For every wish she has fulfilled, she gets a counter wish! This way she hopes to ensure Jonas’
help in rescuing Muffid. It's just that Amanda loses all her magic by accident and Jonas is a real coward. And
time is running out…

Adventurous and funny – fire genie Amanda is a wonderful heroine and Jonas her perfect partner in crime!
The second adventure of Amanda and her friends has just been released and the third one is going to be
published in 2018.

Publisher: Magellan
Year of publication:
publication : 2017
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Secrets (Parts 1-3)
SECRETS
Daniela Pusch/Elisabeth Denis/Lara De Simone

TARGET AUDIENCE
Young Adults, Women 20-40 years
GENRE
Drama, Thriller
FORMAT
Feature film or TV-Movie, Series

Do you know everything about your best friends?

The first is successful and popular. The second quiet and insecure. And the third knocks just about every boy
off his feet. And yet Marie, Emma and Kassy are best friends. But then Marie is found dead at her own
farewell party before leaving to Australia for a year. Was it really suicide? With the help of Marie’s diary, Emma
and Kassy begin to search for clues. Who is the mysterious boy Marie was seeing? Why is Marie’s father
suddenly back in town now - after being away for 15 years? Everyone Marie knew seems to be hiding
something. But the darkest secrets of all are the ones the three friends kept from each other.

For fans of »Pretty Little Liars«, »Gossip Girl« or »13 Reasons Why«. A mix of thriller and love story that gets
readers hooked and has a unique point of view: In each book the story continues from out the viewpoint of
another one of the three friends.

Publisher: Oetinger
Year of publication:
publication : 2003
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Get me out of here!
HOLT MICH HIER RAUS!
Dina ElEl -Nawab

TARGET AUDIENCE
Pre-Teens, Teens, Family Entertainment
GENRE
Comedy
FORMAT
Feature film

Bodyswitch at school – Teenage jock captured in the body of uptight chemistry teacher!
teacher!

Tobias is 13 ¼ years old, he likes sports and going to school, where he can always have a good time with his
friends. But one day an accident occurs in the chemistry lesson: suddenly, Tobias finds himself in the body of
Ms. Lunte, the teacher, and Ms. Lunte walks around the school as Tobias. What a mess! And what’s worse…
Ms. Lunte actually likes being Tobias! So it will be hard to convince her to switch bodies back…

Imagine a young teenage guy, completely full of himself and without a real clue about the other sex ending up
in the body of a female thirty-something… Do you need more reasons why that would make for a hilarious
movie?

Publisher: Ueberreuter
Year of publication:
publication : 2016
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